
CV Marie Megitt 
The Wordsmithy Marie Megitt 
 

PERSONAL DETAILS 

Date of birth:  7/12/1979 

Address: Dovhjortsvägen 14, S–448 34 Floda, SWEDEN 

E-mail: marie@thewordsmithy.se | Phone: +46 704 610616 

Website: http://thewordsmithy.se  

 

PERSONAL STATEMENT 

I am a responsible, curious and outgoing person who is also a fast and accurate 
writer and translator. My natural curiosity, paired with the fact that I am a trained 
librarian, has given me broad general knowledge in many fields and an avid interest 

in a wide variety of subjects. My main areas of expertise are IT, social media, 
handicrafts, technology and cooking.   

 

Since my motto is "How hard could it be?", I regard challenges as a way to improve, 
rather than an obstacle.  

 

 

RECENT WORK EXPERIENCE 

June 2019 – ongoing 

Freelance Translator |The Wordsmithy Marie Megitt  

Sole proprietor. Services: translations from English into Swedish.  
Proofreading in Swedish. 

 

October 2018 – ongoing 

Research Administrator, 50 % |Krefting Research Centre, University of Gothenburg  

General administrative tasks, including supporting international PhD students and 
guest researchers and administering the website. Translating various documents, such 
as university course plans, job advertisements and research articles, from English into 

Swedish. Proofreading texts in Swedish.  

The research centre focuses on asthma, inflammation and exosomes and there is also 
a research clinic on the premises, which provides insight into medical terminology 

and practice. 

 
May 2015 – September 2018 

IT Librarian |Lerum Public Library  

General library tasks. The specialisation in IT involved administering the website and 

the library management system, giving technical support to visitors and providing 
supplementary IT training to fellow employees. I was the main producer of written 
information for the website and for producing course material for IT courses, and I also 

assisted in writing and proofreading material for various information materials, such as 
folders and posters. 



DEGREES 

2017 – 2019  

Master of Arts (60 credits) | Linnaeus University 

Main subject: English, with a specialisation in non-fiction translation. Including courses 

on grammar, literary genres and translation theory. The assignments included 
translations of documents such as technical instructions, marketing material, and 
articles on psychology, physics and politics/economy. “When top coals are partially 
covered with ash, pour evenly over grill.”: A study of clause-initial adverbials and 

ellipsis in recipes. 

2009 – 2012 

Bachelor of Science |University of Borås 

Main subject: Library and Information Science. Including courses on web design, 

statistics, and social media. Bachelor’s thesis: A user study focusing on discovery 
systems for academic libraries.  
 

1998 – 2012 

Bachelor of Arts | University of Gothenburg 

Main subject: English. Including courses on art history, computer programming and 
Russian. Bachelor’s thesis: ”… the treasury of words is a changing inheritance”. A study 
of metaphor and metonymy in lexical change. 

 

LANGUAGES 

● Swedish – Mother tongue 
● English – Fluent 
● French – Good knowledge 

● Norwegian – Good knowledge 
● Danish – Good knowledge 
● Russian – Beginner 

 

 

COMPUTER & TECH SKILLS 

● Experience with Trados Studio 2017 and 2019 
● Experience with different social media platforms 
● Good general IT knowledge and an interest in technical processes 

● Some experience with CSS, HTML and XML 
 

 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION  

 
Associate member of the Swedish Association of Professional Translators (SFÖ) 

    
PERSONAL INTERESTS  

 
In my spare time, I enjoy reading, crafting, playing board games and spending time with my 
family. Since I am also a trained artisan blacksmith, I hope to be able to build my own smithy 

someday.    


